Maternal expression increases the rate of bicoid evolution by relaxing selective constraint.
Population genetic theory predicts that maternal effect genes will evolve differently than genes expressed in both sexes because selection is only half as effective on autosomal genes expressed in one sex but not the other. Here, we use sequences of the tandem gene duplicates, bicoid (bcd) and zerknüllt (zen), to test the prediction that, with similar coefficients of purifying selection, a maternal effect gene evolves more rapidly than a zygotic gene because of this reduction in selective constraint. We find that the maternal effect gene, bcd, is evolving more rapidly than zygotically expressed, zen, providing the first direct confirmation of this prediction of maternal effect theory from molecular evidence. Our results extend current explanations for the accelerated rate of bcd evolution by providing an evolutionary mechanism, relaxed selective constraint, that allows bcd the evolutionary flexibility to escape the typical functional constraints of early developmental genes. We discuss general implications of our findings for the role of maternal effect genes in early developmental patterning.